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When you examine this neglected facet of the cl imate

crisis more closely, i t i s clear that we have to tackle the

question from different angles. Fi rst of al l , smal l farmers

are amongst those most affected by the impact of cl imate

change. The frequency and violence of extreme weather

events (heat waves, torrential rain , floods, extreme

drought, storms, tropical cyclones, etc. ) have a direct

effect on their work, thus increased their vulnerabi l i ty.

Secondly, agriculture, in the sense of farming practices

used across the world, is also a greenhouse gas-emitter.

We cannot forget that, nowadays, agriculture is intimately

l inked to farming models that are themselves part of a

food system that makes a sizeable contribution to cl imate

change. Lastly, and this is one of the pecul iari ties of th is

sector at a time when we are trying to contain greenhouse

gas emissions, farming land also has the potential to store

carbon in the soi l , thus giving it the enviable status of a

" carbon sink" . Only by coming back to this triparti te role

can we understand the chal lenges weighing on people’s

food sovereignty both as regards opportunities and

dangers. 81 5 mi l l ion people in the world 1 today are sti l l

suffering from chronic hunger, the majority of whom l ive

in the countryside2. Between now and 2080, the United

Nations estimate that a further 600 mi l l ion people may

suffer th is scourge, purely due to cl imate change3. The

Though far less publicised than the need to end
our dependence on fossil fuels, the link between
climate change and agriculture is undoubtedly
complex but fundamentally critical.

In just fifteen years from
now, because of climate
change, up to a further
122 million people could
be living in poverty.

815 million people in the world1 today are still
suffering from chronic hunger, the majority of
whom live in the countryside.
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Intergovernmental Panel on C l imate Change (IPCC)

confirmed this trend and predicted that every element of

food security (avai labi l i ty, access, use and qual i ty, and

stabi l i ty) would be affected4 to varying degrees depending

on the scenario.

Whi le the question of maintain ing agricultural production

is at stake with an estimated drop of up to 30% in world

output by 2080 according to the World Bank5, i t i s main ly

the question of access to food that wi l l be crucial . In just

fi fteen years from now, because of cl imate change, up to

a further 1 22 mi l l ion people could be l iving in poverty

whi le the price of agricultural produce is l ikely to rocket6.

According to the High Level Panel of Experts of the

Committee on World Food Security, prices have fluctuated

twice as much in the decade that began in 201 0 than

between 1 990 and 2005, and projections confirm this

trend. The effects of the cl imate crisis only increase

existing inequal i ty and wi l l continue to do so. Vulnerable

people, main ly in the countryside, who are predominantly

smal lholders, are confronted dai ly with a variable cl imate

that further affects their abi l i ty to adapt. Impl ici t in the

fight against cl imate change is the question of

responsibi l i ty in a world undermined by inequal i ty.

To restrict the planet’s temperature rise to 1 .5°C above

preindustrial times, two steps now seem unavoidable. The

first is to reduce greenhouse gas emissions drastical ly and

immediately. The second is to preserve and even

increase  places where it is possible to store carbon. This

effort must necessari ly look towards the responsibi l i ty of

historical ly industrial ized countries and should not be at

the expense of Southern countries that are least gui l ty of

causing cl imate change.

Two years ago, at the in itiative of the Confédération

paysanne [French confederation of peasants] and CCFD-

Terre Sol idaire, over 70 civi l society organizations signed a

declaration cal led " Our land is worth more than carbon” .

I t warned of the dangers for smal lholders involved in an

approach based on the sequestration potential of

agricultural land. The purpose of the report was to

encourage reflection and see whether the strategic

position of agricultural land in the fight against cl imate

change wi l l now guarantee or damage food sovereignty

for people, given the urgent need to make profound

changes to our farming models.

Implicit in the fight against
climate change is the
question of responsibility
in a world undermined
by inequality.

Our land is worth more than carbon
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Green economy, sustainable farming, cl imate-

smart agriculture, organic farming, agroecology,

agroforestry, conservation agriculture, etc. – al l

these terms that pervade discussion on agriculture

and the cl imate cover an extremely wide range of

situations that often make clear pol i tical choices

difficult in the absence of a binding framework.

Whi le regulation and structure are vital in pro-

viding the desired meaning pol i tical ly, by contrast,

lack of a framework encourages the general idea

that farming models can coexist in a worldwide

effort to combat cl imate change and that al l solu-

tions are equal ly val id.

The example of agroecology (or agro-ecology) has

been obvious for years. The term has been used

to cover a range of farming practices and tech-

niques, a science and a social movement. But

agroecology can be al l th ings to al l men. Whi le

the orig in of the term is fundamental in un-

derstanding its orig inal meaning, on the other

hand, i t seems to be difficult to reduce a pol i tical

vision to this one word.

Too often concepts are derai led and become um-

brel la terms under which everything and its oppo-

site coexist. G iven that everyone is tempted to use

these terms loosely to justi fy false solutions, the

only sure solution is to define them and that can

only come from pol i tical wi l l .

The concept of agroecology according
to La Via Campesina

[What we are putting forward] " is not a mere toolbox of

techniques, but rather … an alternative to industrial

farming, a way of l ife, an option for transforming food

production into something more beneficial to humans

and to Mother Earth. Our agroecology is absolutely

pol itical , it does not conform either to structures of

power or to the monoculture system, but instead

chal lenges power and places local communities at the

centre of food production, in harmony with Mother

Earth. [We do] not regard agroecology as a tool for

industrial farming7.”

Words are just words

Too often concepts are
derailed and become
umbrella terms under
which everything and
its opposite coexist.
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The four pillars of peasant agroecology

Source: CIDSE 201 8.

Promotes fair, short, distribution
webs, producers and consumers

working together

Increases resi l ience through
diversification of farm incomes
and strengthens community

autonomy

Aims to enhance the power
of local markets and build
on a social and sol idarity

economy vision

Aims to put control of

seeds, land and territories in

the hands of people

Encourages new forms

of decentral ized, col lective,

participatory governance

of food systems

Requires supportive publ ic

pol icies and investments

Encourages stronger

participation of food producers/

consumers in decision making

Supports resi l ience and

adaptation to cl imate change

Nourishes biodiversity

and soils

El iminates use of and

dependence on agrochemicals

Enhances integration of

various elements of

agro-ecosystems

(plants, animals, . . . )

Promotes farmers to farmer

exchanges for sharing

knowledge

Strengthens food producers,

local communities, culture,

knowledge, spiritual ity

Promotes healthy diets

and l ivel ihoods

Encourages diversity and

sol idarity among peoples,

encourages women

and youth empowerment

ECONOM IC POLITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIO-CULTURAL
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AGRICULTURE AND
CLIMATE CHANGE:
CULPRIT
OR SOLUTION?

Seen both as part of the problem
and part of the solution, farming is
a sector that needs to be examined
to a greater degree to understand
the range of factors related to it.
Considering farming from the point
of view its medium (farmland)
or farming practices or even
its systems (and all their
ramifications) leads to vastly
different situations in combating
climate change.
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METHANE AND NITROUS OXIDE –
THE FORGOTTEN GASES

Agriculture (in the sense of farmed land8) contributes

1 0–1 2% of the world’s greenhouse gas. These are termed

direct emissions. I t i s estimated that farmed land produces

an almost equivalent amount of carbon dioxide (CO2)

when you take account of fuel and electrici ty usage on

farms9 and also the deforestation that can go hand-in-

hand with expanding farmland. Carbon dioxide is part of

a cycle that fixes carbon through photosynthesis, thus hel-

ping balance inputs and outputs (close to neutral ). So we

need to look at other greenhouse gases to understand

how agriculture contributes to cl imate change. Agriculture

releases into the atmosphere not large quantities of CO2

but methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) that have

warming effects 25 and 298 times greater than CO2 over

1 00 years10 (figures that are regularly revised upwards for

methane). Viewed over 20 years, the data are even more

alarming since, for example methane’s warming potential

i s 72 times greater than that of carbon dioxide1 1 . Farming

is the sector that emits most of these two gases, pro-

ducing 50% of world methane and 60% of nitrous oxide

emissions in 200512. Livestock raising, rice growing, ferti -

l izing and slash-and-burn farming are the main culpri ts13.

Looking at the trend 14, the use of synthe-

tic ferti l izers wi l l shortly become the se-

cond source of methane-producing farm

emissions, after enteric fermentation (fla-

tulence and belching) from ruminants,

main ly cows.

G iven these facts, i t would seem impor-

tant in l imiting emissions from managing farming land to

focus on permanently reducing methane and nitrous oxide

emissions produced by l ivestock raising and synthetic fer-

ti l izers.

We must also remember that just a smal l number of

countries are responsible for most agricultural emissions.

In 201 4, ten signatories of the United Nations Framework

Convention on C l imate Change (UNFCCC) were respon-

sible for 61 % of farming emissions (China, India, Brazi l ,

the European Union, the USA, Austral ia, Indonesia, Pa-

kistan, Argentina and Ethiopia15). However the question

of reducing methane and nitrous oxide emissions is syste-

matical ly avoided by pol i tical decision-makers because of

the problems reducing these emissions would cause their

farming sectors.

From the field to the plate:
quite a responsibility

Agricu l ture and cl imate change: cu lpri t or solut ion?

All sectors,
100%
of anthropogenic emissions
to the atmosphere

12% Deforestation
Land use change

12%
Farmed land
including l ivestock

45%

54%

1%
other gases

nitrous oxide (N20)

methane (CH4)

Agricultural emissions

Source: Smith P. et al . (2007) et Smith P. et al . (201 4).

Looking at the
trend, the use
of synthetic
fertilizers will
shortly become
the second source
of methane-
producing farm
emissions.
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Downstream" "
"" "

"”" "" """" " è "" ""
""

Upstream

Taking account of land use changes to develop new farms

(80% of new agricultural land has replaced forests and

consequently emitted the CO2 that was contained in

them 16), th is adds around 1 2% to emissions derived from

human activi ty due to farming. Adding direct and indirect

emissions together means that almost a quarter of world

emissions are connected with farming.

UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM
FROM PRODUCTION – WHAT WE ALL FORGET

Upstream, one of the main sources of greenhouse gas

emissions is main ly from manufacturing ferti l izers, inclu-

ding for the production of animal feed that also requires

the energy used for seed, pesticides, fuel for mechanized

equipment and also electrici ty for irrigation, heating and

drying 1 7.

Downstream, the l ist of activi ties contributing to cl imate

change extends prodigiously. Fi rst of al l there is the pro-

cessing, packing and packaging of products such as sugar,

palm oi l , starch and maize18, that contri-

butes hugely to greenhouse gas emissions.

Then there are two other major emission

sources – transporting and refrigerating

goods that, together, may consti tute the

greater part of agri -food chain emissions19.

To this must be added resale in supermar-

kets in particular. Final ly food wastage re-

mains a central element in that it is not only the source of

indirect emissions through the elements mentioned above

due to products not being consumed but

also because it leads to increased me-

thane emissions from landfi l l si tes.

Focusing solely on emissions resulting

from our cultivated land only provides a

very incomplete picture of the agri -food

system’s role in cl imate change. This is one

of the shortcomings of international ac-

counting systems that separate farming

(in the sense of " cultivated land" ) emis-

sions from those due to the energy used

in our agri -food system (which are accounted for in the

energy sector). I t i s difficult to know precisely what the

overal l farming contribution is, i . e. from the farmer’s land

to the consumer’s plate. However, most estimates attri-

bute over a third of global emissions to the agri -food

system20. Looking at the agri -food system beyond land

use requires taking account not just of activi ties connec-

ted with agricultural production but also those upstream

and downstream. These production stages – upstream and

downstream but also those during production itself - are

typical of agro-industrial models that prevai l in many parts

of the world. This means we must look at the agro-indus-

trial model i tself.

Focusing solely on
emissions resulting
from our cultivated
land only provides a
very incomplete
picture of the agri-
food system’s role
in climate change.

Adding direct
and indirect
emissions
together means
that almost a
quarter of world
emissions are
connected with
farming.

Contribution of agriculture to climate change: from upstream to downstream
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cal-intensive feed crops. The UN Food and Agriculture Or-

ganisation (FAO) says meat production alone now gene-

rates more GHG emissions than all the world’s transport

combined21" . This analysis takes account of the entire l i -

vestock chain and should be understood as including its

component parts, ie deforestation, enteric fermentation,

effluent management, production of cattle feed and

energy consumption. A recent study22 calculated that the

cl imate footprint of the twenty biggest meat and dairy

producers was unprecedented. They

" emitted more greenhouse gas in 2016

than the whole of Germany, the biggest

polluter in Europe. If these companies

were a country, they would be the 7th

biggest greenhopuse gas emitter23" .

Even more striking " JBS, Cargill and

Tyson, three top meat companies,

emitted more greenhouse gases last year

than all of France and also emitted

nearly as much as some of the big oil

companies, like Exxon, BP, and Shell24. " We must also

point out that "in 2010, about one third of all cereals

produced went to feed, and the FAO predicts this figure

will reach 50 per cent by 205025. "

Pursuit of productivity
through product specialization
and intensification

Highly mechanized

Smaller workforceHighly-developed use of
synthetic inputs (biocides,
fossil fuel, antibiotics)

Prevalence of long value
chains for export

Key characteristics of industrial agri-food system

LET’S TALK ABOUT AGRI-FOOD SYSTEMS.
INDUSTRIAL LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION AND ITS
RELATED CONSUMPTION TYPES

In the fight against cl imate change, industrial l ivestock

production is a key element insofar as " the most impor-

tant source of food system-related GHG emissions is the

escalation ofmeat and dairy consumption— made pos-

sible by the expansion of industrial livestock and chemi-
Forecasts modelling
what regional meat
consumption will be in
2050 identified a 35%
rise in which North
America, Europe and
Latin America predo-
minated.

Agricu l ture and cl imate change: cu lpri t or solut ion?
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I t would be nonsense to  look at agricul-

ture and cl imate change without conside-

ring consumption habits fairly.

Agroindustry and industrial ized food

systems have developed a symbiotic rela-

tionship over time. In 201 6, the US, the

EU, China and Brazi l together accounted for 60% of

world beef consumption26. Forecasts model l ing what re-

gional meat consumption wi l l be in 2050 identified a 35%

rise in which North America, Europe and Latin America

predominated27. Countries historical ly responsible for cl i -

mate change, particularly due to their growing industria-

l ization, need to rethink their production and consumption

methods, as do emerging countries fol lowing in their

wake.

Agroindustry and
industrialized food
systems have
developed a
symbiotic
relationship over
time.

Forecasts modelling what
regional meat consumption
will be in 2050 identified a
35% rise in which North
America, Europe and Latin
America predominated.

Focus on the Paraguayan agri-food export
system

For many years, the economy of Paraguay has been

based on producing and exporting raw materials and,

more recently, processing these products (especial ly

agri-food products)28. The culpabil ity of this model in

Paraguayan greenhouse gas emissions is particularly

striking. Between 201 5 and 201 6, soya and meat29

comprised 81 % of Paraguayan exports. To export soya-

based feed, paradoxical ly, Paraguay has to import

mil l ions of l itres of synthetic products (ferti l izers and

pesticides) for its legume crops, which weighs heavily in

its carbon footprint. As regards meat, the FAO noted

that Paraguayan agricultural greenhouse gas emissions

practical ly doubled between 1 990 and 201 4, a large

part of which was due to enteric fermentation30 (mainly

bovine flatulence and belching). Additional ly almost al l

bovine production is exported and subject to energy-

hungry preservation requirements. In 201 5, 52% of

meat exports consisted of frozen and 39%

refrigerated meat31 . The Paraguayan model

is, more than ever, an industrial agriculture

whose output is mainly exported. I t is more

focused on cattle feed, exporting meat

products and producing biofuel , than direct

food consumption (Paraguayans eat three

times less meat than their Brazi l ian neigh-

bours32) . Between 2004 and 201 6,

indigenous and small farmer communities lost half of

their farming land while the cultivated area dedicated to

exports rose from 2.3 to 5.5 mil l ion hectares in the

same period33.

Paraguayan
agricultural
greenhouse gas
emissions
practically doubled
between 1990
and 2014.
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Farmland – Eldorado for
carbon sequestration?

The farming sector,
though seriously affected
by climate change
while making a not
inconsiderable contribution
to it, offers a third feature
that is increasingly coveted
– carbon sequestration in
soil and plants.

At present, no scenario proposed by the IPCC for l imiting

warming to 1 .5°C by 21 00 is possible without conside-

rable emphasis on greenhouse gas sequestration. Forests’

capacity for storing atmospheric CO2 through photosyn-

thesis is wel l known. Leaves, branches, roots and the

woody tissue of trees store carbon relatively stably, i f the

forest remains intact. The preservation of forest eco-

systems is consequently key in regulating the flow of

greenhouse gases. Like forests, farmland can also be a

greenhouse gas sink (often cal led a " carbon sink" ) i f i t re-

tains more carbon than it emits into the atmosphere.

Whi le the atmosphere can retain 829 gigatonnes of car-

bon, soi l can retain 2400 gigatonnes, i . e. three times

more. But to think of this scientific fact as a miracle solu-

tion in combating cl imate change would be to ignore a si -

tuation that is far more complex.

A BIOLOGICAL PROCESS OPEN
TO MULTIPLE OPTIONS

In farmland, when the vegetation absorbs carbon dioxide

to give off oxygen through photosynthesis, part of the

carbon is fixed in the plant producing organic matter.

When the plant dies, the organic matter decomposes

forming humus that contributes to soi l stabi l i ty. The mi-

crobial mineral ization that takes place (decomposition of

complex substances) then releases a number of nutrients

into the soi l .

The amount of organic carbon contained in a soi l depends

on the flow between the carbon entering the soi l via or-

ganic matter and the carbon released through microbial

mineral ization (soi l respiration). Carbon dioxide can be

stored in the soi l for months (fast pool ), decades (inter-

mediate pool ) or even centuries (slow pool). Environmen-

tal conditions and physical and chemical properties wi l l

determine how long carbon wi l l remain in the soi l .

There are different ways of sequestering greenhouse gases

in farmland. According to the situation, practices such as

restoring ecosystems, agroforestry, hedges around mea-

dows and fields, grassing orchards and vineyards, inter-

mediate crops or even intercropping are al l able to

increase carbon sinks. Taking a systemic approach, these

practices can form part of agroecology and represent co-

benefits as regards adaptation pol icies and, more general -

ly, food security for fami ly farms and smal lholders (the

notion of " co-benefit" means " related benefit" in th is re-

port). Options based on sequestration can, for example,

benefit the environment and make ecosystems more resi-

l ient to extreme cl imate events. The question over se-

questration l ies more in how it is carried out, taking

account of economic and technical feasibi l i ty whi le main-

tain ing fundamental rights and ecosystem integrity.

Agricu l ture and cl imate change: cu lpri t or solut ion?
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PHOTOSYNTHESIS

AIR-WATER INTERFACE

Organic matter

Microbial mineral ization

Fast pool

Intermediate pool

Slow pool

LEGEND

CO2 emissions or removals

O2 emissions

NH4 (methane) emissions

N2O (nitrous oxide) emissions

FOCUS ON
CARBON FLOWS

INTO SOIL

SOIL RESPIRATION
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Agricu l ture and cl imate change: cu lpri t or solut ion?

Microbial mineral ization

Greenhouse gases
in agriculture

ENTERIC

FERMENTATION

USE OF FERTILIZERS CONSUMPTION OF FOSSIL FUELS
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SEQUESTRATION’S IN-BUILT LIMITATIONS

We need to make a distinction between natural eco-

systems and those managed by humans (specifical ly farm-

land) insofar as the former are more l ikely to store large

amounts of carbon34. Moving on to sequestering more

carbon through sinks, we must remember that once the

maximum storage capacity is reached, the ecosystem loses

its sink capacity. But that does not mean that preserving

this store becomes secondary. Quite the reverse, the first

step must be to preserve establ ished carbon stores rather

than compensate for their loss through developing new

ones35. The aim is, therefore, to retain carbon sustainably;

knowing that such sequestration is non-permanent.

We must also take account of recent scientific th inking

that appears to agree that losses of CO2 from the soi l

could increase as temperatures rise36. In addition, because

of the lack of scientific data, i t i s difficult to predict

confidently the effect on carbon stored in the soi l37 due

to the range of farming practices mentioned above. Cur-

rent research offers differing results, varying according to

geographical areas, practices employed, etc. The ambition

proposed by the international " 4 per 1 000" in itiative was

to increase the amount of carbon in soi l by 0.4% per year

to contain global warming. This appears to be an ove-

restimation for many scientists given the enormous range

of situations identified by research on this topic.

There is another major l imitation to soi l carbon sequestra-

tion. I t i s currently impossible to measure the carbon

content of soi l un iformly as there is no standardized ap-

proach38. The carbon content of soi l i s

hard to determine since it is subject to

wide year-to-year variations. The scientific

community even disagrees about the

depth at which analyses should be carried

out39. In a 2009 World Bank experiment

for example, i t decided to estimate the

amount of carbon sequestered in Kenyan

farming land based on an IT model rather

than physical samples. G iven the high

error rate inherent in th is method, the researchers elected

to reduce their findings regarding the carbon sequestra-

tion potential by 60%40.

Furthermore, whatever the method

used, greenhouse gas sequestration

wi l l never equal reducing emissions,

since there is no way of guaran-

teeing the permanence and non-

reversibi l i ty of sequestration. In

other words, when gas is captured

and sequestered, i t does not disappear, unl ike emissions

that have been avoided and whose reduction is perma-

nent. Increasing carbon storage in soi l , which is easi ly al-

tered, cannot compensate for depletion of carbon reserves

stored in highly stable long-term reservoirs (such as fossi l

fuels). A 2002 report41 on the situation in France conclu-

ded that even if major changes to French farming me-

thods were carried out over 20 years (with state subsidies

and the cooperation of farmers), the carbon sequestered

would only equal 1 or 2% of total French emissions42.

The aim is,
therefore, to retain
carbon
sustainably;
knowing that such
sequestration is
non-permanent.

The carbon content
of soil is hard to
determine since it
is subject to wide
year-to-year
variations.

Greenhouse gas
sequestration will never
equal reducing emissions,
since there is no way of
guaranteeing the
permanence and non-
reversibility of
sequestration.
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H
i storical ly, the Convention on C l imate Change

main ly looked at carbon dioxide in combating

cl imate change since it was the gas most

emitted by industrial ized countries (countries

with economies based on agriculture were far

more concerned by methane). For many years " political

responses were thus focused mainly on industrial, trans-

portation and energy sectors" 43, ignoring agricultural

problems that were often painted as being harder to

resolve than other sectors. Fol lowing the 2007-2008 food

crises, farming and food security returned to the fore on

the international stage, including the cl imate negotiations.

But rather than undertaking a profound rethink of food

systems that were major emitters of greenhouse gas,

countries preferred to look at agricultural problems

through the l imited prism of soi l carbon sequestration. By

maintain ing this carbon-based approach, they tend to

reduce the fight against cl imate change to clever

mathematical calculations, transforming our ecosystems

into mere carbon pocket calculators at the expense of a

multi -d imensional approach to agriculture and food

security.

Following the 2007-2008 food crises, farming
and food security returned to the fore on the
international stage, including the climate
negotiations.

It’s all about carbon – a simplification with adverse results

Focusing through the carbon prism in UN discussions is permissible under one of the

rules in the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) that

calculates everything in tonnes CO2 equivalent. In their greenhouse gas tables, countries

can express tonnes of methane and nitrous oxide as tonnes CO2 equivalent. For example

over 1 00 years, emitting a kilo of nitrous oxide (N2O) has the same warming potential as

emitting 298 kilos of CO2. A tonne of N2O is therefore expressed in national tables as

298  tonnes of CO2 over 1 00 years. This method has the major disadvantage of giving the

impression that methane and nitrous oxide emissions can be counterbalanced by an

equivalent emission of CO2, for example held in the soil in the case of farming. However

in real ity, these gases are not interchangeable.
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Carbon sequestration
compensation – back to a
complicated story

The role played by forests in compensating for industrial

emissions was identified long ago in international nego-

tiations (article 3.3 of the Kyoto Protocol ). However the

complexity of the accounting rules did not encourage

countries to favour sequestration in achieving their emis-

sion reduction targets.

In 2005 an international in i tiative was launched by a

group of forest countries – REDD that would shortly be-

come REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and

forest Degradation). I t would pay those who undertook to

combat deforestation and forest degradation (especial ly

in tropical forests). Orig inal ly, the aim of this in i tiative was

to reduce atmospheric CO2 emissions caused by forest

destruction and degradation. This in i tiative was further

complemented by including conserving forest carbon re-

serves, the sustainable management of forests and the

growth of forest carbon storage. This extension rewarded

maintenance of the carbon stored and also the increased

carbon sequestered, and therefore considered the forest

as a carbon sink and encouraged a compensation-based

approach.

The funding for developing REDD+ projects has never

been settled. Should it go through international funds l ike

the Green C l imate Fund or should these projects be ope-

ned to carbon markets (markets for trading quotas)? There

are two types of carbon market – volun-

tary markets (markets unconnected to

international regulation and for which

credits generated do not count towards

the goals imposed on industrial ized coun-

tries under the Kyoto Protocol ), or so-cal-

led " compl iance markets" (international ly

regulated markets in which credits gene-

rated can be counted in countries’ obl iga-

tions). For example, the European carbon market does not

permit forest credits at the moment. Though promoters

of REDD+ claim to have no desire to join the carbon com-

pl iance markets, in real i ty, their position is not as clear as

they pretend. In international negotiations at the UNFCCC

those setting up REDD+ projects have stepped up their

presentations to countries with the increasingly obvious

aim of incorporating carbon compl iance markets so that

they can use forests to compensate for permanent emis-

sions. An Amis de la Terre and Basta! report on a case

study in Madagascar pointed out that " in 1998 the first

carbon sink project set up in Brazil by Peugeot and ONF

International [the international branch of the French Na-

tional Forests Office] was presented as a scientific project

whose only purpose was to develop methodologies for

calculating carbon stocks. In the face of criticism, Peugeot

and ONF International have always denied that they wi-

shed to generate carbon credits. But in 201 1 , ONF Inter-

national and Peugeot announced that they were issuing

the first carbon credits generated from the project. 44"

Though promoters of
REDD+ claim to have no
desire to join the
carbon compliance
markets, in reality,
their position is not as
clear as they pretend.

The growing pol i t ica l attract ion of soi l carbon sequestrat ion
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70-90% of forest
destruction is due to
expanding industrial
plantations.

This financial ization of forest management has stressed

quantifying carbon in forest ecosystems at the expense of

a more integrated approach in tune with people’s needs.

The Madagascar case study shows that the project focu-

sed on ecosystems whose storage potential was strongest

" when that forest, be it moist or dry, is essential to the

l ives of local communities45. " Another point was brought

out in various studies46 – blaming smal l farmers for defo-

restation, when 70-90% of forest destruction is due to

expanding industrial plantations (soya, sugar cane, palm

oi l , etc. ). Many projects, in fact, endanger the food sove-

reignty of smal l farmers who are sometimes forced to l imit

their farming in favour of forestry. A recent evaluation of

a REDD+ project in Cameroon in 201 6 cast doubt on how

free, prior and informed consent was ob-

tained from communities that were not

consulted about the project that was car-

ried out " To sum up, [… ], the Baka find

themselves forced to accept non-traditio-

nal activities and those they do not want

for fear of losing funding set aside for

them47. " I t i s quite clear that cases identi -

fied in research by civi l society organiza-

tions have identified persistent fai lures

despite effort put into safeguards.

In Brazil , Nature is increasingly
financialized in the name of the climate
but at the expense of smallholders

In keeping with the Convention on Climate Change and

the Kyoto Protocol that set up carbon markets

international ly, for over 1 2 years, Brazi l has continuously

developed its legislation to institutional ize the

financial ization of Nature. This financial ization is

manifest in various mechanisms such as payments for

environmental services to maintain or increase services

provided by nature. This involves "making payments to

landowners in return for managing land that maintains

ecosystem services l ike water qual ity and carbon sto-

rage48."

Since 200949 the Carta de Belém [Belem Charter] group

that represents many Brazi l ian civi l society

organizations has been warning about the inadvisabi l ity

of reducing environmental questions to the cl imate

alone and cl imate questions to carbon dioxide (CO2)

alone, to permit easier recourse to market mechanisms.

This vision has been promoted by the industrial ized

countries historical ly responsible for cl imate

change to shift their obl igations to the least

responsible countries through carbon credit

trading. This tendency has had huge

consequences for the basic rights of people

on the ground – such as the right to land –

that have regularly been ignored. In Brazi l ,

recent legislative changes testify to an

undermining of food sovereignty and

common goods to the benefit of market-led,

private valuation of land turning smal l

farmers into landholders l iving off annual payments.

This is a legal system whose paradigm is now reversed –

carbon compensation pol icies exploding with

" tradable" rights, and backpedal l ing on social pol icies

previously considered as rights for and of the Brazi l ian

people.

In Brazil, recent
legislative changes
testify to an
undermining of
food sovereignty
and common
goods.

This
financialization
of forest
management
has stressed
quantifying
carbon in forest
ecosystems at
the expense of a
more integrated
approach in tune
with people’s
needs.
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The sequestration potential of farmland is also covered in

the Kyoto Protocol , but countries are free to define at a

later date what activi ties on such land could be included

in the accounting mechanism (art 4). In 201 1 , during the

Kyoto Protocol negotiations, the Parties to the Convention

on C l imate Change (UNFCCC) began to look at including

farming in the market mechanism known as the C lean

Development Mechanism (CDM). This al lows industrial ized

countries restricted by emission caps to fund projects to

reduce or avoid greenhouse gas emissions in developing

countries that, in turn, would benefit from technology

transfer. These projects generate carbon credits for

countries with emission caps and can be used on carbon

markets to be sold to other countries. The final decision

about whether or not to include farming has continual ly

been put back in view of the intrinsic l imits to carbon

sequestration in soi l .

An alleged competition between
adaptation and mitigation
justifying a policy of small steps

At the 1 7th COP (Conference of Parties) in Durban, also in

201 1 , countries decided for the first time to task the

UNFCCC’s Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technologi-

cal Advice (SBSTA)  to look into farming questions. In 201 5

and 201 6, four in-session workshops were organized to

examine how to enhance the adaptation of agriculture to

cl imate change impacts. Whi le the industrial ized countries

(the European Union, New Zealand, Austral ia and, to a

degree, the USA that have served as the l inkage with the

G77) wished to start discussing mitigation in agriculture,

the G77 (which covers developing countries whose agri-

culture is becoming increasingly industrial ized and coun-

tries where smal l fami ly farms predominate) repeated its

attachment to the adaptation of agriculture. This status

quo has persisted since COP21 and speaks volumes about

the general reluctance to examine agricultural models in

depth. Such an examination would go wel l beyond a ste-

ri le comparison of adapting and mitigating.

C learly, the industrial agri -food model

needs to embrace mitigation more than

the smal l farmer agricultural model that is

most affected by the demands of adapting

to cl imate change. Yet these two paths

must meet the same goal of producing an

agricultural transition that is social ly fair

and respects our resources. However dis-

cussions at the UN are currently far from

providing any cl imate justice for farming.

Clearly, the
industrial agri-
food model needs
to embrace
mitigation more
than the small
farmer agricul-
tural model that
is most affected
by the demands
of adapting to
climate change.

The growing pol i t ica l attract ion of soi l carbon sequestrat ion
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> On the one hand the G77 condemns the marked lack

of financial support from the richest countries to help

their farmers adapt and therefore, refuse to discuss mi-

tigation. However the G77 contains a number of coun-

tries whose agricultural model has considerable

influence in greenhouse gas emissions (especial ly Bra-

zi l , Argentina, Paraguay and Uruguay). This complexi-

ty blurs the divid ing l ine between so-cal led " Northern"

and " Southern" countries, in that it is actual ly agricul-

tural models that need to be targeted, whi le maintai-

n ing the principle of countries’ common but

differentiated responsibi l i ty.

> On the other hand the historical ly industrial ized coun-

tries focus on a restrictive concept of greenhouse gas

emission mitigation in agriculture. On the grounds of

supposed l imited scope for reducing emissions from

agriculture as compared with other sectors they are

looking hopeful ly towards carbon sequestration in

farmland. For instance, in paral lel to official SBSTA ne-

gotiations, there has been a meeting to bring together

different expertise in the agriculture and land sectors

and demonstrate existing successes. At this session the

FAO (UN Food and Agriculture Organization), the EU

plus Japan50 and Brazi l put forward various projects on

the potential for sequestering carbon in soi l . Carbon

has thus been given priori ty without ever speaking of

the key chal lenges of lowering emissions through re-

ducing consumption of meat products or exports and

industrial izing agriculture.

Whatever the position taken, most countries negotiating

at the Convention on C l imate Change hide behind the

preamble of the Paris Agreement and studiously avoid any

comparison l inked to converting agricultural models. This

effectively recognizes the “fundamental priority of safe-

guarding food security and ending hunger” . On the basis

of th is disposition, countries continue to:

> Refuse to examine our greenhouse gas emitting food

system in the name of preserving food production for

a population that could reach nine bi l l ion by 2050;

> Priori tize carbon sequestration in soi l which is often l in-

ked to greater soi l ferti l i ty and productivi ty, thus contri -

buting to world food production and, ultimately, food

security55.

Improving food production does not mean
a de facto improvement in food security.
Guaranteeing food security results more
from improving access to foodstuffs rather
than availability. World food production
could currently feed twelve billion

Food production is, in fact, just one of the four pi l lars of

food security (avai labi l i ty, access, uti l ization and qual i ty,

and stabi l i ty). Improving food production does not mean

a de facto improvement in food security. Guaranteeing

food security results more from improving access to food-

stuffs rather than avai labi l i ty. World food production could

currently feed twelve bi l l ion, yet 40% is wasted56 and a

large element is destined for animal feed or diverted from

its food use (e.g. biofuels). This absurdity is however ef-

fectively absent in the current state of discussions with

countries, they prefer to brandish the concept of food se-

curity and the need to feed nine mi l l ion human beings

eventual ly. Yet solving the problem of hunger is much

more of a pol i tical than a scientific problem57.
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Back to a dubious EU premise

In 201 4, the European Counci l , in its conclusions, recorded the importance of recognizing

the l imited mitigation capacity of agriculture and land51 . This repeated a European

Parl iament report of 201 0 saying ” that if agriculture is to be more actively involved in

the global process of curbing cl imate change, care must be taken to ensure that the

competitive position of the EU’s agri-foodstuffs sector in the world market does not suf-

fer52” . In 201 6 the European Commission commissioned an impact study to support its

proposed new regulation on sharing efforts between EU members to achieve the

region’s greenhouse gas emission targets. This study repeated the l imited potential from

an economic point of view of reducing farming emissions in countries in which this

sector constituted a large part of their emissions53. This is a questionable analysis in

that, maintaining European agricultural production could represent a disproportionate

cost for our societies if costs attributable to greenhouse gas emissions (external ities)54

are included. It is even more concerning that a thoroughgoing transformation of our

agricultural model that included reducing European l ivestock and overhaul ing our

industrial l ivestock rearing together with modifying our food regimes was not covered at

this point. Due to the supposed special nature of this sector, the result is that the EU is

permitting countries that emit large amounts via their agriculture to use their land sector

(and therefore carbon sequestration) to compensate for their methane and nitrous oxide

emissions mainly.

In 201 7, after six years of continuous

obstructionism, at COP23 countries final ly

agreed to start a three year work on agri-

culture. Whi le the process wi l l go ahead,

the content is yet to be determined and

sti l l appears far from a thoroughgoing

examination of our food systems.

Though progress in international negotia-

tions on agriculture since 201 1 appears

feeble given the cl imate imperative han-

ging over our planet’s smal l farmers,

private or multi -stakeholder in itiatives have prol i ferated.

Private-publ ic partnerships, national and international do-

nors, and the private sector have readi ly bombarded the

UNFCCC, offering their solutions, such as the land sector

meeting in May 201 7 (the TEM – Technical Expert Mee-

ting) on “attracting private sector engagement for ambi-

tious mitigation action.”

Though progress
in international
negotiations on
agriculture since
201 1 appears feeble
given the climate
imperative hanging
over our planet’s
small farmers,
private or multi-
stakeholder
initiatives have
proliferated.

The growing pol i t ica l attract ion of soi l carbon sequestrat ion
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PROGRESS
IN GREENING
PRACTICES
IN THE DOMINANT
AGRI-FOOD
SYSTEM
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S
ince COP21 and the adoption of the Paris

Agreement, the idea has gained ground that

countries should not just regulate but also

support non-state actors working to combat

cl imate change (communities, towns, investors,

companies, non governmental organizations). Due to

governmental decision-makers’ foot-dragging over

agriculture in the Convention on C l imate Change, paral lel

in i tiatives abound and are sometimes formal ized. The

production of a “Agenda of Solutions” at COP21 – also

known as the “Action Agenda58” – with its vague outl ines

has supported this di lution of the state’s role in a range of

in itiatives jointly-led by different players59. As a key sector

in th is Agenda, the farming and land sector are more than

ever ripe for myriad international in i tiatives.

By analysing this evolution we can identify the key players

in th is alteration in decision-making and deconstruct

solutions put forward on the vital i ssue of agricultural

transition.

The private sector
prowling around nations
Looking at COP21 , many in itiatives were proposed to

meet the chal lenge of agriculture and cl imate change,

many of which stressed the carbon sequestration potential

of the soi l . Let us look at three of them from the “Action

Agenda” which bring together countries, financial

insti tutions, research centres, NGOs and especial ly agri -

food companies, particularly from the industrial seed and

synthetic inputs sectors.

By way of background, since 201 5, the industrial seed and

synthetic inputs industry has evolved enormously. Whi le

six major groups already possess 75% of the world market

in toxic agrochemicals (Dupont, Monsanto, Dow

Agroscience, BASF, Bayer Cropscience and Syngenta),

three new merger/acquisi tions have been announced

between Syngenta and ChemChina, Dupont and Dow

Agroscience, and Monsanto and Bayer60. As they are

aware of the requirements that might affect them in

combating the cl imate crisis, the seed and synthetic inputs

industry is taking the lead by join ing various international

in i tiatives, particularly to promote the carbon

sequestration potential of farmland.

THE GLOBAL ALLIANCE FOR CLIMATE SMART
AGRICULTURE (GACSA)

This international al l iance was launched in 201 4,

alongside UN insti tutions, to promote the concept of

C l imate Smart Agriculture (CSA), fi rst mentioned by the

FAO in 2009. According to the FAO, CSA “aims to

enhance the capacity of the agricultural

systems to support food security,

incorporating the need for adaptation and

the potential for mitigation into

sustainable agriculture development stra-

tegies61 . ” . As regards mitigation, the FAO

is proposing two main trends – improving

agricultural productivi ty which would not

be l inked to a proportional increase in

greenhouse gas emissions (also cal led

“ sustainable intensification of

agriculture” ) and improved sequestration

of carbon in soi l62.

Looking at COP21 ,
many initiatives were
proposed to meet the
challenge of
agriculture and
climate change, many
of which stressed the
carbon sequestration
potential of the soil.

Progress in greening pract ices in the dominant agri-food system
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In Kenya, the World Bank cultivates financialization of carbon in
farmland

Amongst so-cal led “cl imate smart” projects is a World Bank experiment in Kenya to

sequester carbon in farmland – the ”Kenya Agricultural Carbon Project  ” . This began in

2009, supported by the World Bank’s BioCarbon fund and its participants – the Agence

Française du Développement [the French development agency] and the Syngenta Foun-

dation65. This pi lot project is to be developed over twenty years to instal l a market

mechanism based on compensation. The goal is to involve 60,000 Kenyan farmers over

an area of 45,000 hectares to rehabil itate land and develop farming techniques to

capture carbon in the soil66. I t was designed to meet the triple chal lenge of mitigation,

adaptation and food security. The project was based on paying smal lholders once carbon

in the soil had been measured (using a simplified methodology). By showing that carbon

credits can support family farming in Southern countries, the World Band was clearly

showing it wanted carbon credits from soil sequestration to be recognized in official

UNFCCC negotiations67. In time we could imagine carbon markets – l ike the

European market – incorporating this type of mechanism and regulating the

financial ization of farmland to combat the cl imate crisis. However, initial

results from the World Bank’s pi lot project demonstrate that, in fact,

transaction costs absorb half of the income generated by carbon credits and

that profit for smal l holders was derisory, estimated at just over 1 dol lar per

smal lholder per year in 201 1 68. In addition, the social and economic impact

appears to have been underestimated particularly as regards massive use of

herbicides, including glyphosate. Final ly, research69 also showed that

smal lholders’ responsibi l ity for cl imate change was trumpeted by project

managers to justify the need to adopt new practices.

Leaving aside scientific uncertainty about measuring carbon sequestered in

soi l and the social and environmental dangers70, this approach casts doubt

on the key principle of countries’ common but differentiated responsibi l ity for

cl imate change. Making smallholders in the South responsible for mitigation

in order to generate carbon credits when they are the first victims of, as wel l as being

least responsible for, cl imate change is an unacceptable conclusion. Adapting to the

consequences of cl imate change must be a priority for smal l family farms and mitigation

should only be a co-benefit.

Within GACSA, the CSA element is based on vague

parameters63. C learly th is solution suits i ts members,

especial ly the agri -food industry that is investing hugely in

it. “Apparently only 17 of its 148 members come from the

fertilizer, biotechnology and seed or agro industries.

However an examination of the partners of GACSA

members shows that in fact 33 of them are linked to

these sectors. 41% of private companies that are GACSA

members have main partners drawn from these sectors

(as members or founders) or have close links with some

of them64” . If you take Yara, Syngenta or Danone and

Kel logg, i t i s noticeable that the countries in which they

are headquartered, (Norway, Switzerland, France and the

USA respectively) are also members of GACSA. Countries,

and major economic players in them, al l support a vision

that, in the guise of helping combat cl imate change,

al lows projects to coexist under the same heading that

range from promoting Genetical ly Modified Organisms

(GMOs) to transitioning to agroecology.

Making
smallholders in the
South responsible
for mitigation in
order to generate
carbon credits
when they are the
first victims of, as
well as being least
responsible for,
climate change is
an unacceptable
conclusion.
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THE ADAPTATION OF AFRICAN AGRICULTURE
(AAA) INITIATIVE

At COP22 in 201 6, Morocco (the conference organizer

and host) launched a new initiative cal led AAA

(Adaptation of African Agriculture). Soi l management was

one of AAA’s priori ties. I t attracted various supporters,

though far fewer that other in itiatives. The agri -food and

synthetic input sectors were represented by Avri l , the

leading French oi l and vegetable protein company as wel l

as the number one French animal feed producer, and two

company foundations – Danone (Fondation Livel ihoods)

and the Office Chérifien des Phosphates (OCP) [the

Moroccan phosphate producer] .

The AAA website, rather than presenting actual projects

that had started, just indicates its carbon sequestration

vision. Agroecology is proclaimed but with a specific

meaning: “ strik[ing] the right balance between a

production-oriented agriculture and an agro-ecology that

would ‘produce with less or zero inputs71 ’ . ” Though

certain practices are proposed, (such as conservation

agriculture – see following section), at no point is th is

“ right balance” real ly explained. Once again vagueness

triumphs in this in i tiative, as with C l imate Smart

Agriculture. This absence of clear pol i tical choice was also

exposed in another in itiative, simi lar to and supported by

AAA – “4 per 1 000” .

Launched by France in 201 5 at Cop21 , “4 per 1 000” is a

multi -stakeholder international in i tiative to improve

carbon storage in the soi l . Though, unl ike the previous

two in itiatives, i t restricts the involvement of profit-making

entities in i ts consultative bodies, i t does al low company

foundations to contribute to its decision-making bodies.

Amongst its supporters we therefore find the Avri l and

Livel ihoods foundations as wel l as others l inked to carbon

markets (Country Carbon, the Fair Carbon Exchange).

Unl ike the first two in itiatives, the pol icy of “4 per 1 000”

showed an in itia l incl ination towards transforming farming

through agroecology. C ivi l society organizations asked for

this desire to be turned into actual specific commitments

in order to clari fy the vision pol i tical decision-makers72

were working to. Drawing up a multid imensional basel ine,

however imperfect, has had the practical benefit of raising

the question of how to integrate a wide range of levers in

cl imate pol icy. The credibi l i ty of the in itiative wi l l depend

on the content of the basel ine and how it is used.

Given the economic (and commercial) considerations that seem to
be eclipsing the urgency around the climate, the small steps policy
seems to be in fashion amongst countries in official discussions on
agricultural models. But, astonishingly, partnerships on this
subject between governmental decision makers and private
entities are proliferating in parallel at international level.

On the menu are:
> the financialization of carbon in soil to trade the

credits generated on carbon markets and thus
compensate for emissions,

> an absence of oversight of initiatives,
> the promotion of dominant economic players

from the agriculture industry that are those
most responsible for the sector’s greenhouse
gas emissions.

Progress in greening pract ices in the dominant agri-food system
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To contain carbon in farmland, a miracle solution seems

to be going the rounds in pol i tical decision-making circles

– conservation agriculture. I t i s based on three main

principles:

> maximum soi l cover

> crop rotation

> minimum soi l d isturbance

Contrary to what is often stated by no-ti l l promoters, i t i s

not so much the fact of not ti l l ing the soi l that permits

sequestering more carbon as the addition of organic

matter to this soi l , the choice of crops and their rotation73.

These data remain questionable in that scientific research

provides particularly disparate results74. In sub-Saharan

Africa for example, one study75 concluded that no-ti l l

would only lead to a l imited increase in carbon in soi l .

Adding organic matter (such as mulching with crop

residue) could provide more satisfactory results but with

the disadvantage of dedicating this material to the soi l

when it has existing uses (fodder, fuel , construction

material , etc. ). Another study76 in Laos,

showed that the no-ti l l system did not

store carbon despite major additions of

organic matter combined with use of

herbicides and ferti l izers. I t should be

noted here that the performance claimed

for conservation farming is difficult to

isolate from associated factors such as the

use of nitrogenous ferti l izer (a source of

nitrous oxide), herbicides and improved

seed. It i s general ly acknowledged that in

the first years, conservation agriculture

requires greater use of herbicides than

conventional farming77.

In 2008-2009 8% of the world’s

cultivated land78 used this type of

farming. It was developed main ly in

the USA, Canada, Austral ia, Brazi l and

Argentina; countries with large-scale

farming often dependent on pesticides

and major consumers of GMOs79. The

three countries with the largest area of

GMO crops also happen to be the

three countries with the greatest no-

ti l l areas80. I t was orig inal ly promoted

by the FAO and the World Bank to achieve greater

integrated soi l management. This type of farming was

then developed in other countries, especial ly in Africa

(Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Swazi land,

Mozambique and Malawi). Though their way of

implementing conservation agriculture differs from that

developed industrial ly on a large scale, (greater crop

rotation, less GMOs, etc. ), take-up by farmers is sti l l l imi-

ted81 , main ly because it is hard for smal lholders to access

the technology package supporting the introduction of

conservation agriculture82.

Conservation agriculture is now the basis of the

agrochemical industry’s strategy to perpetuate a particular

farming model in the name of the cl imate but also to

benefit from international funding, not to mention market

mechanisms. In Brazi l , conservation agriculture was

in itia l ly tried out in smal l and medium-sized farms before

the multinationals of the agrochemical industry such as

Monsanto got interested and developed large scale

conservation agriculture, main ly soya monoculture.

Though original ly expanded national ly, conservation

agriculture is now part of the international discussions. For

Conservation agriculture –
a new trump card for
industrial agriculture?

It should be noted
here that the
performance
claimed for
conservation
farming is difficult
to isolate from
associated factors
such as the use of
nitrogenous
fertilizer (a source
of nitrous oxide),
herbicides and
improved seed.

It was developed
mainly in the USA,
Canada, Australia,
Brazil and
Argentina;
countries with
large-scale
farming often
dependent on
pesticides and
major consumers
of GMOs.
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example in the case of cl imate-smart agriculture, the

World Business Counci l for Sustainable Development

(WBCSD) – an organization made up of over two hundred

large companies such as Monsanto, Olam, Danone and

Bayer – insists on the CO2 emission reduction potential of

no-ti l l . By opting for pedigreed seed (including GMOs),

th is would avoid ti l l ing and therefore the use of fossi l

energy that ti l l ing requires. However we are not told what

greenhouse gas emissions result from the manufacture

and transport of seed and herbicides – such as glyphosate

– that often go together.

Glyphosate and environmental health

Glyphosate is a systemic herbicide used in the composition of many herbicides and

products used in farming and gardening, l ike Monsanto’s famous Roundup. Glyphosate is

the world’s most-used herbicide molecule and constitutes “ the cornerstone of plant

biotechnology development strategy, since almost three quarters of GMO crops are now

adapted to tolerate glyphosate83.” In 201 5, this product was classed as a mutagen, a

carcinogen for animals and probably a carcinogen for humans by the World Health

Organization’s special ized cancer agency, the International Agency for Research on

Cancer (IARC). In 201 7 the “Monsanto Papers” provided further information. Declassified

internal Monsanto correspondence showed that the company had been seriously

concerned since 1 999 about the mutagenic and genotoxic (the abil ity to alter DNA –

a feature of carcinogenesis) potential of glyphosate. The documents also reveal the

company’s deal ings with researchers and scientific publ ications in attempting to

influence the opinion of the EFSA (the European Food Safety Authority). These revelations

chime in with civi l society reports and scientific warnings questioning the methodological

choices and the handl ing of confl ict of interest in European regulatory agencies84.

Monsanto rejects the WHO’s classification and resolutely hides behind the opinions of

regulatory agencies that support it.

Conservation agriculture
is now the basis of the
agrochemical industry’s
strategy to perpetuate a
particular farming model in
the name of the climate but
also to benefit from
international funding,
not to mention market
mechanisms.

Progress in greening pract ices in the dominant agri-food system
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Many countries have referred to this way of farming or

no-ti l l in their Intended National ly Determined

Contribution (INDC) to achieve the goals set by the Paris

Agreement - Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Malawi ,

Botswana, Sierra Leone, Cameroon, Lesotho, Zambia,

Eri trea, Madagascar, the Comoros and Turkey. Most of

these countries have l i ttle responsibi l i ty for cl imate

change, h istorical ly. So we must wonder about the future

use of the supposed carbon benefits that could result from

an agricultural pol icy focused on carbon sequestration in

farmland. In the USA and Canada – two countries with

particularly h igh, long-standing responsibi l i ty – protocols

have been establ ished to al low carbon sequestration

projects to generate credits to compensate for other

greenhouse gas emissions85. Such projects must meet

requirements regarding means (implementing low-ti l l or

no-ti l l practices) rather than results (a genuine increase of

carbon in soi l ). Compensating permanent emissions

through reversible, temporary sequestration is already

highly dubious, but even more disturbing would be

international izing carbon credits between historical ly

industrial ized countries and those that were least

responsible for cl imate change. Concentrating on the, at

times, largely hypothetical benefits from mitigation in

countries with main ly fami ly farms could divert publ ic

pol icy from the real need - adapting to a fair peasant

agroecological transition.

Conservation agriculture without
glyphosate. Can it be done?

For many years there have been small scale experiments

in trying to avoid synthetic plant health products when

using no-ti l l . The notion of bringing together

conservation agriculture and organic farming seems

l ight years away from the model promoted by the

agroindustry giants. At present, it is hard to general ize

about successful experiments and ti l l ing the soil ,

however shal lowly, is sti l l often necessary. However

progress in research shows us that a word can cover a

wide variety of situations. In a vision that included, the

social , environmental and economic elements of

farming, we could imagine conservation agriculture as a

type of agroecology in certain territories.

Despite the limitations identified regarding large-
scale deployment of conservation agriculture
and the absence of regulation, this type
of farming is on the way to becoming central
to national climate change policies.
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RETHINKING
AGRI-FOOD SYSTEMS
TO MEET THE
CLIMATE CRISIS

“We cannot solve problems
by using the same kind of thinking
we used when created them86.”
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A
dapting farming to the impact of cl imate

change, mitigating the contribution of the

agri -food system to greenhouse gas emissions

and retain ing, or increasing, stores of carbon

in soi l – these are the three chal lenges agri-

culture must take up. Rather than developing si lo th inking

on each component, we need to tackle this chal lenge ho-

l i stical ly and offer broad-based responses that take ac-

count of the multi tudinous factors on which food

sovereignty depends. The cl imate crisis needs to be seen

as an opportunity to rethink an agri -food system that no

longer meets social , environmental or economic require-

ments.

By reducing agriculture to virtuous (or otherwise) practices

for storing carbon but forgetting that it is more impl ica-

ted in the other greenhouse gases, methane and nitrous

oxide, means further pressure on land is l ikely to grow at

the expense of smal l -scale farming. Investment schemes

favouring huge areas of agricultural land seem particular-

ly worrying because they are unsuited to the smal l farms

that ought to be the first to benefit from investment to

combat the cl imate crisis. For example the creation of a

Land Degradation Neutrality Fund which has identified

mi l l ions of hectares of land and is supported by France,

casts doubt on the choices that wi l l be made in financing

projects87.

An approach restricted to evaluating carbon in farmland

rather than a multi -role (social , economic and environ-

mental ) vision of agriculture could, furthermore, lead to

the additional danger of land-grabbing. This concept is

particularly open to developing investment-based models

in which land would become an item of speculation.

So do we want to make our land a new carbon Eldorado

with, at the end of it al l , the probable financial ization of

nature or do we want to convert our farming model

whose carbon storage potential would not be an end but

just one element in a multi layered approach?

In a report to the French National Assembly in 2003, a

French research insti tute, the INRA, said that “ though the

carbon storage potential is far from negligible, it is diffi-

cult to evaluate because of the myriad uncertainties and

difficulties [… ] Research stresses the limited value of using

this solution to combat greenhouse gas. [… ] Unlike the

reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, in the tests car-

ried out, storing carbon in the soil is not a sustainable so-

lution for reducing atmospheric CO2. Stores cease to

grow after a few decades and the usable farmland is fi-

nite. The conclusion of the research does not support

using farmland for storing carbon. However we should

note that it demonstrated the other environmental bene-

fits deriving from practices that stored carbon in soil, such

as reducing erosion, improving soil and water quality, fos-

sil fuel savings or even greater biodiversity. The INRA study

considered that it would be more advantageous to incor-

porate carbon storage incentives into wider agro-environ-

mental measures88. ”

The climate crisis needs to
be seen as an opportunity
to rethink an agri-food
system.
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Investing in the smal l farms, fami ly farms and smal lhol-

dings, that together represent almost 90% of the world

farming sector and 80% of total food production89 i s the

first requirement. But th is vital investment must stay away

from carbon markets to preserve smal lholders’ most basic

rights. Rather than attempting to segment farming

problems, publ ic pol icy should provide support for much

more systemic measures that promote agroecological

transition. This transition wi l l foster reflection on farming

structures and their evolution whi le respecting environ-

mental and social imperatives.

As long as we restrict the fight against cl imate change to

purely mathematical notions, false solutions wi l l continue

to prol i ferate. I t i s vi tal to reverse the paradigm and put

humans and ecosystem integrity back at the centre of ef-

forts on the cl imate, taking a much more hol istic perspec-

tive. Adopting ambitious publ ic pol icies that produce a

real change in our means of production and consumption

must supplant diktats imposed by economic, financial and

pol i tical spheres that, after having been the biggest

contributors to cl imate change, now claim to have the so-

lution. Sequestering carbon in our soi l should only be a

“ co-benefit” of action by governments to profoundly

change our societies, be it in agriculture or forest mana-

gement. Only by combin ing economic, social , cultural and

environmental cri teria, can choices be made that respect

everyone and our land.

Investing in the small farms, family farms
and smallholdings, that together
represent almost 90% of the world
farming sector and 80% of total food
production is the first requirement.

As long as we restrict the
fight against climate
change to purely
mathematical notions,
false solutions will
continue to proliferate.

"We need a conversation which includes everyone,
since the environmental challenge we are
undergoing, and its human roots, concern and
affect us all."

(Laudato Si’, Pope Francis' Encyclical on care for our common home, 1 4)

Conclusion
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THE ROLE OF NATION STATES AND THE PLACE
OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR
1 - The Action Agenda90 created at COP21 must be completed immediately with

principles of governance, selection criteria for in itiatives and a l iabi l i ty framework to

exclude in itiatives endangering people’s fundamental rights (including the right to food)

and which, in the fight against cl imate change, do not permit genuinely

“ transformational” action.

2- In the absence of clear regulatory and accountabi l i ty rules on the role of the private

sector in international governance, countries have to retain their regulatory function

to defend the common interest, including agricultural questions raised in the

Convention on C l imate Change (UNFCCC) negotiations whose role is eminently

pol i tical . Inadequately regulated paral lel in i tiatives should receive no state pol i tical or

financial support.

3- The multid imensional basel ine developed to implement “4 per 1 000” needs to be

refined so that involves a genuine reorientation of dominant farming models. I t should

be obl igatory and used systematical ly for projects developed as part of th is in i tiative

and communicated widely to donors.

4- Investments countries make to reduce food insecurity and cl imate change must be

directed at smal lholder farmers and peasants. We have to recognise their vital multi -

role function in transitioning to agroecology both for local izing output and responsible

management of land and the countryside.

POLICY CONSISTENCY
5- To improve pol icy consistency, specifical ly cl imate and agricultural pol icy, in their work

on agriculture between 201 8 and 2020 at the Convention on C l imate Change,

countries need to actively involve the Committee on World Food Security (CFS) and

especial ly the HLPE and decisions reached, such as “ Food Security and C l imate

Change” (201 3), “Voluntary Guidel ines on the Responsible Governance of Tenure"

(201 2), " Biofuels and Food Security" (201 3).

RECOMMENDATIONS
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DIFFERENTIATING BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL MODELS
6- The concept of production and consumption systems must be at the centre of

discussions on agriculture to be held between 201 8 and 2020. These should not be

restricted to combinations of farming practices that leave out a systemic approach that

is crucial in the cl imate crisis.

7- To respond adequately to the chal lenges posed by the role of farming in cl imate

change, countries must apply a principle of differentiating agricultural models according

to their impact on food security and the cl imate. They need to be classi fied so that they

can be easi ly identified in negotiations and other national and international instruments

(National ly Determined Contributions or NDCs, publ ic pol icy, etc. ) so that appropriate,

consistent publ ic pol icies are developed.

PRIORITIZING DRASTIC EMISSION REDUCTIONS
8- To counter an approach main ly based on compensation for farming emissions through

soi l carbon sequestration, permanent reduction of farming emissions such as methane

and nitrous oxide needs to be a priori ty for countries whi le respecting the principle of

common but differentiated responsibi l i ty. For example we must not require

disproportionate effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from pastoral farming as

part of mixed system possessing positive environmental synergies between crops and

animals.

REGULATING THE USE OF SOIL CARBON
SEQUESTRATION
9- Given scientific uncertainty about measuring carbon sequestration in farmland,

countries cannot account for th is greenhouse gas as a source of mitigation in their

national accounting. Carbon sequestration can only be a co-benefit from hol istic

adaptation measures.

10- The issue of agricultural soi l s has to be included in publ ic pol icy on transitioning to

agroecology so that it incorporates the complexity of our farming rather than being a

dedicated, fragmented pol icy that only meets short-term cl imate considerations.

Regulation wi l l have to justi fy the social and environmental imperatives involved in

transitioning to agroecology. Promoting conservation agriculture through incentives,

for example, must be l inked to banning the use of glyphosate.

1 1 - To head off the danger that increased financial ization of land could lead to land

grabbing, pol icies involving transitioning to agroecology need to avoid the market and

financial approaches – such as carbon markets - developed by countries in international

cl imate negotiations.

Recommendat ions
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